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This second book in the series Geopolitical Affairs concentrates
on migration in the twenty-first century. Migration will be one
of the biggest issues in world geopolitics in the years to come.
Huge population flows are one of the key phenomena of the
contemporary world. The book addresses the following
questions: --- Kofi Annan s concept of the globalisation of the
globe and of his idea that nation-states have had their day: do
the world s major institutions share this view? What is the view
of the Holy See, the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, and non-governmental organisations? --- The
increasing problem of Eurabia : opinion polls in the United
Kingdom, Germany, and the Netherlands show that societies
are divided while politically correct ideas are imposed.
Countries are in the process of disappearing. What is the
relationship between established right-wing parties and
nationalist right-wing parties? Will the conflict between the two
be the principal political conflict in years to come? --- There is
a debate in the Arab world on migration. What is the
relationship between Arab Africa and Black Africa, between
North...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Rocky Da ch-- Rocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t Rippin-- Gilber t Rippin
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